Evaluation of CSF shunt function: value of functional examination with contrast material.
Functional positive-contrast shuntography includes a patency check of both limbs of the shunt and the shunt valve by fluoroscopy following the injection of an iodinated contrast agent (anatomic shuntogram) and an assessment of the adequacy of ventricular fluid drainage under physiologic conditions by using serial CT scans to assess the rate of iodine dissipation from the ventricular system (physiologic shuntogram). To demonstrate its efficacy and utility, 82 functional shuntograms were obtained in 55 patients. Fifty-one of the 82 studies were abnormal. Of these, 22 demonstrated patency of both the proximal and distal limbs with an accompanying slow dissipation of contrast material after injection (21 of 22 patients were adults). Eighteen of these 22 patients improved following the reduction of shunt drainage pressure. In the case of frank shunt obstruction, the site of obstruction was delineated clearly in all 29 cases. Correlation of clinical outcome with test results confirmed the utility of this technique, especially when applied to the shunted adult hydrocephalic patient whose response to the shunt had been inadequate. The technique described here allows the clinician to differentiate between physiologic and anatomic shunt failure and between shunt failure and normal shunt function. It also allows for precise localization of the shunt obstruction in anatomic shunt failure and for demonstration of physiologic shunt failure when shunt patency is demonstrated in the presence of the slow dissipation of intraventricular contrast medium.